Welcome to your wardrobe preparation guide with Crystal Interior Concepts. Our experience is in creating and installing purpose designed and tailored wardrobes solutions for the bedrooms in your new Porter Davis home.

With a great range of door finishes and styles for inside your robes, creating a look that fits with the style of your home – be it Resort, Contemporary, Designer or Classic – will be easy with Crystal.

Match the style expertise with the standard and custom configurations available, and you can be assured that you’ll have a home with beautiful and functional wardrobe solutions.
Since 1997 Crystal Interior Concepts have been manufacturing built-in robes, showerscreens, glass splashbacks and mirrors. From day one, Crystal set out to push the boundaries and set new benchmarks in the building industry. We put the ‘perfect finish’ to thousands of new homes every year.

Our award winning products are manufactured in Melbourne using the latest high quality materials and installed to strict standards by expert tradespeople. Every product is tailor made ensuring a perfect fit for your new home and is backed by warranty giving you peace of mind.

Our consultants will help you get organised and guide you through our expansive product range. We will evaluate your storage needs and provide a solution within budget that will have your friends green with envy.

We look forward to working with you to ensure your new dream home has a perfect finish.

THE OUTCOME OF YOUR CRYSTAL APPOINTMENT

- Overview of your wardrobe requirements based on your specific floorplan and your World of Style preferences.
- Access to our experienced wardrobe designers with extensive product knowledge to answer all your questions.
- Embrace the opportunity to see, touch and feel available samples.
- Stay on budget with same day pricing on all products.
- Take away a detailed plan of your wardrobe configuration.

MEET THE TEAM

Your World of Style Interior Designer will introduce you to Crystal during your selections appointment. If you want a basic fit out, your World of Style Interior Designer can assist you. If you want something more customised for your bedrooms, you’ll be invited back to the showroom for a one-on-one appointment with us.
Be organised. Organised storage is an investment that will add value to your home and more importantly your lifestyle. Organised storage will make life easier.

It’s easy to avoid re-fit costs. A shelf and rail isn’t going to be practical in the long term. Think about the space you have to work with and what you need to put into that space.

Be beautiful on the outside. Your WIR is a piece of furniture no different to your coffee table or entertainment unit. There are lots of colours and finishes to choose from and you can add backing, floors and more.
- To make your room appear larger, choosing the exterior colour will be important. If the room is white, a similar shade for your wardrobe will blend seamlessly.
- To give the illusion of openness, or if your bedroom has a view, think about mirrored doors.

Be clever on the inside. Make sure you have a good mix that will allow you to be organised, remember a place for everything and everything in its place. Drawers, single or double hanging, shelves... there’s lots you can do. And you can choose a configuration that evolves as your needs change.
- Correctly designed hanging areas make a big difference. Think about the number of long garments you have, so your clothes can be stored without the creases.
- A combination of fixed and adjustable shelves give you a very practical storage solution.
- A good design should include drawers in a mix of widths.
Be smart. Think about clever purpose built compartments and racks to store shoes, hats, accessories, ties and belts neatly.

In ‘U’ and ‘L’ shaped Walk-in-Robes there will always be a dead corner. To overcome this and provide a neat finish for your robe we recommend using a box corner.

When designing a robe with doors think of the following:
- For robes with widths of up to 1800mm wide, the drawers and adjustable shelf towers are best installed offset to the very left or right to enable drawers to open (i.e. if they are positioned in the middle, they can’t open).
- For wider openings 1800mm+, drawers and adjustable shelf towers can be installed off centre. This allows good access and hanging either side of the tower.
- Take advantage of a free upgrade with our doors going to 2400mm high in lieu of the standard 2100mm. This will allow you to have a top shelf at 2000mm high with enough space below for double hanging (or single hanging with an additional shoe/utility shelf).
- Doors at 2100mm high mean your top shelf would be at 1650mm high to allow practical access to the top area, and only one level of adult hanging below.
TOP TIPS

CHOOSE THE WIDER DRAWERS
You’ll get two items to fit neatly side by side.

THINK DOORS
When you’re showing off your new home to friends a sliding door is handy to quickly hide that mess.

WHERE POSSIBLE MAKE YOUR SHELVES ADJUSTABLE
It will add flexibility with a changing lifestyle.

ADD A POWERPOINT
It will be handy when you least expect it!

VISIT PORTER DAVIS DISPLAY HOMES TO GET IDEAS
For the finish and configuration of your wardrobes, Porter Davis display homes are a great source of inspiration and will help you visualise the robes taking into account the placement of furniture.

REMEMBER
Our expert wardrobe designers are available to help and offer expert solutions to maximise your space.
COLOUR YOUR WORLD

Our wardrobes are finished in Laminex, which comes in a multitude of colours and patterns.

There are 80 spectacular colours to choose from in our standard range - each with the potential to warm, lighten or lift your wardrobes.

Quality inclusion: 1.6m high white melamine shelf and rail
CONFIGURING YOUR WARDROBE

Included in your wardrobes: Shelf and rail that sits at 1.6m high in white melamine.

**HERS**

1. CBBC500 CBDU 600 CBLH 1000
2. CBBC500 CBDU 800 CBBC500
3. CBDH 1000 CBDU 600 CBDH 1000 CBBC500

**HIS**

4. CBBC500 CBDU 600 CBDH 1000
5. CBBC500 CBDU 600 CBLH 1000

**MASTER BEDROOM 1**

- HERS
- HIS
- GLOAK

**ENS 5**

- BED 5

**ENS 2 WIR 2**

- WC

**GAMES**

- BED 3
- BED 4

**BEDROOM 2**

- ENS 5
- BED 5

**BEDROOM 1**

- ENS 2 WIR 2

**BROOKWATER 49 - MASTER BEDROOM 1**

- KITCHEN
- CLOAK
- PORCH

**GRAND FAMILY DINING**

- CBBC 500 WBBC 500
MODULE OPTIONS

DRAWER

ADJUSTABLE SHELF

BOX CORNER

LONG HANGING

DOUBLE HANGING
TIME TO SKETCH IT OUT

DRAWER

ADJUSTABLE SHELF

LONG HANGING

DOUBLE HANGING

BOX CORNER
CONTACT US

GOT A QUESTION?

VISIT US
410 City Road
South Melbourne

PHONE US
03 9922 0542

EMAIL US
crystalconcepts@worldofstyle.com

WEBSITE
www.worldofstyle.com
www.crystal-ic.com.au
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